Thank you for keeping
Sydney moving!
Let’s keep moving together to achieve
even greater sustainable travel behaviour
change in Sydney.
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Travel Choices began in 2015 to support individuals, businesses and organisations
prepare for and adapt to the unprecedented changes to the transport network
taking place due to the construction of the CBD and South East Light Rail.

Travel Choices
is based on the
principles of the 4Rs

How Travel Choices works
Partnering with multiple organisations with similar goals,
such as:

Remode

Reduce

Supporting businesses, organisations and individuals to
make
the most of their travel choices in greater Sydney


Retime

Reroute

Best practice includes:
Providing Opal cards to staff for business travel
Adding Travel Choices information and advice to booking
 confirmations

Our objectives include:
• To shape long term, sustainable travel
behaviour, aligned to future workplaces



• To reduce vehicle trips in the AM/PM
peak and keep Sydney moving.

Asking a Travel Choices team member along to a staff forum
	
to do a quick update on the changes happening and how they
can respond

Shaping long term, sustainable travel behaviours
Best practice includes:

SINCE

2015

Sydney CBD

SINCE

Sydney’s South-East
(Randwick, Kensington
and Kingsford)

2016

SINCE

2017

Offering pedometers to staff to encourage walking and
	
promote healthy living
Incorporating Travel Choices into sustainability and staff
	
wellness programs
Identifying key staff in the organisation and ensuring they

have tried an alternative travel option so they can always
get to work on time

Influencing a reduction in vehicle trips in the AM/PM peak
and keeping precincts moving
Best practice includes:
Reviewing staff car park incentives and benefits, and

offering to replace with alternatives of equal value
Arranging meetings outside of the peak between

10am – 4pm

The Northern Beaches
and North Sydney

Consolidating deliveries and utilising walking/cycling
couriers

Given one to
one advice to

145

What has
been achieved?
Across the CBD, South-East, North Sydney
and the Northern Beaches the Travel Choices
team has communicated about Sydney’s
transport network and commuting options to
a large number of individuals, businesses and
organisations.
Together, this is what we have achieved over
the last three years.

businesses

Engaged with

740

organisations

Engaged

We have run over

35

drop in sessions

We have reached

260,000
people

64

Business
Intermediaries
to the program

Run

104
602

workshops with

businesses
attending
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Where has Travel
Choices been?



Since 2015, the Travel
Choices program has

What you have been doing
to make it successful...
• Undertaking travel surveys with your tenants / staff / students
• Distributing the latest transport network information and updates
to allow commuters to make their best travel options

Surveyed
17,352

commuters –
and the number
is still growing!

Hosted
87

events

• Embracing flexible working arrangements to benefit both your
business and staff
• Sharing best practice success stories with the program to
encourage others to also travel more sustainably

Success Stories
Held
108

workshops
Provided
tailored
collateral,
maps, tools
and advice

Introduced a parking management
scheme following the reduction in
CBD parking spaces for company
partners.

Actively promoting a flexible
working environment and
encouraging active travel to work.

Supporting Council staff who have
already travelled nearly 10,000kms
on the City’s fleet of bicycles.

Hosted a ‘Walk to UTS Day’
to help raise awareness of walking
as a travel option for staff and
students.

Hosted
10 retime

events
Run over
35

Facilitated a
Travel Choices
Working Group
to share best
practice

Hosted the
Travel Choices
- Improving
Productivity in
the Workplace
Business Event

Since the Travel Choices program began in 2015, we have
seen significant behaviour change in the CBD including:

11% decrease
Distributed 52
e-Newsletters

An 11% reduction in the number
of vehicles coming into the Sydney
CBD in the morning peak.

9% increase
Been a part of
14 events

at the University
of NSW

Recognised
individuals and
organisations
with the Travel
Choices Awards

A 9% increase in public transport use into
the Sydney CBD in the morning peak.

Now let’s keep going!
Thank you for being a part of the Travel Choices program
and keeping Sydney moving.
The Travel Choices team will continue to work with you
providing transport updates, travel planning advice and
resources to help you to continue to create lasting travel
behaviour change.
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Held a Travel
Choices
Festival

Facilitated the
‘Get Moving
Barangaroo’
event
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drop-in
sessions

